
Today’s hospitals and health systems run on information. 

Clinicians need it to make accurate diagnoses and improve 

patient outcomes. Finance needs it to secure and optimize 

reimbursement. HIM professionals need it to ensure compliance. 

And, Operations needs it to enhance performance and cut costs. 

Unfortunately, much of the content needed to drive the 

healthcare business and improve patient care is painfully 

disjointed, locked away in proprietary systems outside of core 

clinical platforms such as EMRs, ERPs and PACS. In fact, while 

positioned to be a single source of health data, most patient 

information — nearly 80 percent — resides outside the EMR.

Hyland Healthcare provides the connected healthcare solutions 

that link the scattered unstructured information from all corners 

of the enterprise to core systems — allowing you to see your 

whole patient and improve clinical decision making.

Hyland is the only vendor that brings content services and 

enterprise imaging solutions together, providing you with a 

single technology framework for all of your unstructured content 

needs. The OnBase enterprise information platform provides the 

foundation for all of our content services functions, allowing you 

to capture and manage clinical and business documents and link 

them to enterprise systems to streamline access and workflows.

Our enterprise imaging solutions provide everything you need to 

redefine PACS and take an enterprise-first approach to DICOM 

and non-DICOM images. From vendor neutral archiving to 

enterprise viewing, Hyland has you covered.

HYLAND HEALTHCARE

See your
whole patient

INTEGRATE POINT-OF-CARE IMAGES
Link encounter-based images to enterprise 

systems to eliminate clinical blind spots, improve 

change capture and streamline clinical workflows.

OPTIMIZE YOUR EMR
Make your EMR a more comprehensive source of 

patient information, enhancing the value of the 

investment by allowing clinicians to access and 

review unstructured patient content and images 

in the context of the patient record.

IMPROVE PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Reduce repetitive and annoying patient intake 

tasks by quickly capturing and sharing registration 

forms and integrating with patient portals.

Hyland’s connected healthcare solutions help address a wide variety of the industry’s 
most pressing challenges and initiatives. 

Create one view of patient information with connected healthcare 
solutions from Hyland

STREAMLINE ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROCESSES
Accelerate AP and AR processing, manage HR 

and legal documents, and automate records 

classification.

ENHANCE CLINICAL COLLABORATION
Provide anytime, anywhere access and review of 

medical images across the enterprise, facilitating 

clinical collaboration and improving diagnostic 

interpretation.

ACHIEVE ENTERPRISE-FIRST IMAGING
Redefine PACS with VNA, universal viewing, 

image connectivity and intelligent workflow 

orchestration tools that allow you to share 

medical images throughout the enterprise and 

meet evolving imaging demands. 

ENSURE CONTINUITY OF CARE
Manage and exchange clinical content with both 

internal and external stakeholders throughout the 

continuum of care including member services, 

ambulatory, acute and post-acute caregivers. 
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OnBase 
A complete suite of content services for all your clinical and 

administrative document and content management needs.

OneContent 
A centralized content marketplace that helps optimize 

healthcare document completion and archiving.

Brainware 
Intelligent capture and analytics to streamline and optimize 

key healthcare processes. 

Acuo 
The leading independent VNA (Vendor Neutral Archive) 

for enterprise access to all DICOM and non-DICOM 

medical images.

NilRead 
Zero-footprint universal viewing platform that provides 

both referential viewing and advanced visualization.

PACSgear 
A suite of image acquisition and connectivity tools that link 

medical images to enterprise systems.

ImageNext 
Enterprise workflow orchestrator for medical imaging 

worklist optimization.

ENTERPRISE IMAGING CONTENT SERVICES

Brought together for better healthcare.

https://www.hyland.com/healthcare

